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ABSTRACT
Aeromagnetic vertical gradiometer sunqls have been completed over different areas in Sas-
katchewan, in various geological and structural environments. In all coses, the suneys have
contributed to a better undcntanding of some aspect of the geologt or structurc. This aises
because the data poftroyed on the maps are a consistent, continuous, and objective pottrayal
of the distribution of the magnetic minerals in the underlying rocl<s. Therefore, the data has a
direct conelation to sorne aspect of the geologt. The magnetic method also penetrates overbur-
den, water and swamps and is usually not affected by them. The interpretation of the mag-
netic maps therefore reEtires an understanding of the relationship between the rnagnetic com-
ponents of the roclcs and the geologic environments and structures.

In nofthem Saskatchewan veftical gradiometer surueys have been &remely useful in delineat-
ing structures within the Athabasca Group and in outlining the geologt of the underlying base-
ment and structures within the basement. Areas in Saskatchewan, adjacent to the Canadian
Shield and covered by a blanket of Paleozoic roclcs, are also areas which have already
benefrtted from the use of vertical gradiometer suneys. These suneys peftnit the efirupolation,
at a reasonable cost of Shield geologt, into the basement areas which are buied. Suneys in
the Shield itself also contribute to an understanding of the geologt and, structures, again be-
cause the data is detailed and continuous. Digital processing of the data can allow them to
be displayed in a vaiety of deived maps, such as shaded relief, band-pass filteing etc. Each
map can contibute to a better undentanding of the size, shape and inclination of various
geological features and structures. The utility of vertical gradiometer data will be illusffated by
several examples in Saskatchewan.
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